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Flow API

• Why?
• Some Examples
• Flow API, Demo
Mechanics

- Kernel API
  - https://github.com/jrfastab/flow-net-next

- Flow tool
  - https://github.com/jrfastab/iproute2-flow-tool

- Driver Extensions
  - Set of ndo ops for drivers to implement.
  - Endpoint agnostic could sync to user space application

Desire to expose hardware more directly
Some Example Flows for Hardware Offloads
TCAM cookies for OVS (Partial Offload)

1. set_flow rule in hardware, wildcard match + (set skb->mark)

2. Packet hits hardware flow rule

3. Driver/descriptor builds SKB with meta-data

4. Packet sent to OVS port

5. OVS match uses meta-data to avoid expensive operations. (wildcard lookup, etc)

6. forward to local ports
Forwarding Actions for SR-IOV (Full Offload)

1. Packet miss hardware flow tables
2. Default rule to send packet to default VSI
3. Default VSI assigned OVS port
4. Packet ingress OVS dataplane
5.1 forward to local ports
Forwarding Actions for SR-IOV (Full Offload)

5.1 forward to local ports

5.2(a) set_flow in hardware

5.2(b) forward to default VSI

5.3 flow rule hit in flow table

6. flow action to forward packet to VF
Forwarding Actions for SR-IOV (Full Offload)

1. Next packet hits hardware flow rule
2. rule action forward to VF
3. packet received by VF

OVS

VSI VSI VSI VSI VSI
OK but,

How do we program hardware?
OK but,
How do we program hardware?
And how do we “know” hardware capabilities

Flow API
Flow API

• Capabilities
• Table Allocation
• Flows
Flow API (capabilities)

• Headers (get_headers, get_parse_graph)
• Tables (get_tables, get_tables_graph)
• Actions (get_actions)

Demonstrate rocker switch, 10Gbe Intel NIC
Flow API (Table Allocation)

• **Create** (create_table)

```bash
#./flow ethx create size 1024 name decap_table source 1 \ 
  match ipv4.src_ip \ 
  match ipv4.dst_ip \ 
  action set_egress_port
```

• **Destroy** (destroy_table)

```bash
#./flow ethx destroy decap_table
```

*Demonstrate rocker switch, 10Gbe Intel NIC*
Flow API (Flow Allocation)

• Set Flow (set_flow)

```bash
# ./flow set_flow prio 1 handle 1 table decap_table \
match ipv4.src_ip 10.0.0.1 \
match ipv4.dst_ip 10.0.0.2 \
action set_egress_port 10
```

• Delete Flow (del_flow)

```bash
#./flow del_flow prio 1 handle 1
```

• Get Flows (get_flows)

```bash
#./flow get_flow decap_table
```

Demonstrate rocker switch, 10Gbe Intel NIC
Missing

• Asymmetric Paths (TX vs RX)
• Support masks
• Implementation for rocker switch (under development)
Questions
OVS Integration Proposal (1/2)

OVS (simple) view: 254 almost homogeneous tables + Table-254
OVS Integration Proposal (2/2)

OVS view: 254 non-homogeneous tables + Table-254 + n hardware tables

Need to indicate hardware tables (likely via OVSdb) cost model
OVS Integration Proposal (3/2)

More Fun Questions: Flexible hardware support for actions/matches not in OF1.x